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Abstract
A major challenge for growing vegetables in an indoor vertical farming system will be supplying
not only sufficient quantity but also quality of light. It has been reported that yield of crops is enhanced under appropriate combination of red and blue light compared with red light alone. This
project aims to investigate the effects of different combinations of red and blue. Plants were cultured for a 12-h photoperiod at 210 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) under
different combinations of red (R) and blue (B) light-emitting diodes (LED). The R:B-LED ratios are:
1) 100:0 (0B); 2) 92:8 (8B); 3) 84:16 (16B) and; 4) 76:24 (24B). All combined RB-LEDs significantly increased light-saturated photosynthetic CO2 assimilation rate (Asat), stomatal conductance (gs
sat) and productivity compared with those under 0B. Results suggested that 16B was the most
suitable combination of LEDs to achieve the highest productivity for B. alboglabra. To further substantiate these results, comparative studies were conducted under equal photoperiod and PPFD
among 16B (RB-LED), white LED (RBW-LED) and high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps. Shoot, root
biomass, leaf number, leaf mass per area and Asat were higher in plants under HPS lamps and
RB-LED, than under RBW-LED. However, gs sat was lower under RB-LED and RBW-LED, than under
HPS lamps. Plants under RB-LED had higher electron transport rate and photochemical quenching
but lower non-photochemical quenching than those under RBW-LED and HPS lamps. Thus, these
results more conclusively affirmed that 16B was the most suitable light source to achieve the
highest photosynthetic capacities. The findings of this study could also be used in vertical farming
to achieve the highest productivity of vegetable crops such as B. alboglabra within the shortest
growth cycle with reduced energy consumption.
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1. Introduction
The maintenance of food security is increasingly challenging for modern cities, such as Singapore, where arable
land is limited [1]. Urban indoor vertical farming system can offer a solution for the production of vegetable
crops. The key determining factor for a successful indoor vertical farming system is the provision of uniform
and effective lighting to the plants. For an indoor farming system, light is critical for vegetable production not
only as the energy source for photosynthesis but also as a signal for morphogenesis [2]-[4]. Artificial lighting
has been used to grow vegetables for almost 150 years [5]. Due to its higher electrical efficiencies and relatively
broad emission spectrum that was suitable for a wide range of plant species [6], high-pressure lamps such as
high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps, have been popular in growth chambers and greenhouses since 1950s. The
400-watt high HPS lamps have also been used by our team to grow vegetable for research. However, poor light
uniformity, high thermal radiation and high energy consumption limit more extensive usage of HPS lamps in
large scale of vegetable production. In early 1990s, after the testing of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for plant
growth in space [7], much effort has been made to enhance not only the productivity but also quality of crops
using LED lighting as artificial light sources. LEDs have numerous advantages such as fast switching, lower
energy cost, higher durability, longer lifetime, lower thermal radiation, and narrower variation in specific wavelengths [8] for targeted crops. Although LEDs are more costly in comparison with conventional HPS lamps, the
variation in spectrum and quantity of light could control costs more economically.
Quality of light is especially important for indoor vegetable production since the artificial light is the only
light source for the vegetables. LEDs, unlike HPS lamps, allow combinations of spectra and intensity specifically tailored to plant production. It was reported that red and blue light from LED lighting promote dry matter
production in pepper [9], lettuce, spinach and radish crops when grown under appropriate combinations [10].
Light spectrum influences plant productivity via: 1) direct effects on leaf photosynthesis [11]-[13] and 2) indirect effects on plant morphogenesis and developmental processes, which in turn interrelate with photosynthesis on plant and crop yield [7] [11] [14] [15]. In addition to providing the irradiance required for plant growth,
LEDs can also be used to control the spectrum of light, allowing manipulation of plant photomorphogenetic and
photosynthetic responses [7]. Understanding the effects of LED spectrum on leaf morphology and photosynthesis could allow for the selection of optimal conditions for vegetable production, at leaf level, at an early stage.
This significantly adds to further optimizing plant production and saving energy.
Although the combination of RB-LED has great potential as a light source to drive photosynthesis, different
vegetable crops may respond differently. The first part of this study was carried out by growing B. alboglabra
plants under different combinations of RB-LEDs to select the optimal combination of RB-LED through the
measurements of photosynthetic rate and productivity. The second purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of LED lighting when comparing RB-LED and RBW-LED to HPS lamps via more detailed studies of
shoot and root biomass, and leaf growth. Other than light-saturated photosynthetic rate (A sat) and stomatal conductance (gs and gs sat), photosynthetic light use efficiency was also studied to affirm the most suitable light
source for the production of B. alboglabra.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Cultivation under Different Combinations of RB-LEDs
Three days after germination, seedlings of B. alboglabra were inserted onto polyurethane cubes. The seedlings
were then transferred to the growth room for 4 days for acclimatization before transplanting onto the hydroponic
trays. All plants were cultured with a 12-h photoperiod of light and they were exposed to an equal photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 210 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 under each of the four R:B LED ratios: 1) 100:0 (0B); 2)
92:8 (8B); 3) 84:16 (16B) and; 4) 76:24 (24B). The spectra of four RB-LEDs are shown in Figure 1. The temperature and relative humidity in the growth room were 26˚C/24˚C (day/night) and 55%/75% (day/night),
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Figure 1. Light spectral of the four different RB-LED light
combinations. Spectral scans were recorded every 0.5 nm with
a spectroradiometer (PS300, Apogee Instruments, USA).

respectively. They were supplied with full strength Netherlands Standard Composition [16]. Nutrient solution
conductivity and pH 6.5 were maintained at 2 mS ± 0.2 and pH 6.5 ± 0.5, respectively.

2.2. Plant Cultivation under RB-LED, White LED (RBW-LED) and High-Pressure Sodium
(HPS) Lamps
For comparative studies, in the 2nd part of the study, B. alboglabra plants were grown under HPS lamps and two
different combinations of LEDs. The two combinations of LEDs are: R- (84%) and B- (16%) LED defined as
RB-LED in this part of study, and white LED, named as RBW-LED. All plants were supplied with equal
amount of PPFD of 210 µmol∙m–2∙s–1. The photoperiod and other growth conditions were also same as those
stated in section 2.1. The spectra of HPS, RB-LED and RBW-LED are shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Measurements of Leaf Growth Parameter and Productivity
Leaf number was counted immediately after harvest before measuring shoot and root fresh weight (FW) that
was recorded using a weighing balance (Sartorius, Fisher General Scientific Private Limited, Singapore). After
recording the FW, total leaf areas were immediately measured by WinDIAS 3 Image Analysis System (Delta-T
Device, Led, UK). After leaf area measurements, both shoot and root tissues were wrapped in aluminium foil
and dried in an oven at 80˚C for 5 days. Samples were then weighed to determine dry weight (DW). Leaf mass
per unit area (LMA) was calculated by dividing leaf dry mass over leaf area.

2.4. Measurement of Asat and gs sat
They were measured simultaneously with an open infrared gas analysis system with a 6 cm2 chamber (LI-6400,
Biosciences, US), 3 hours after plants were exposed to different light sources. Readings were measured with a
LED light source, which supplied a saturated PPFD of 1000 µmol∙m–2∙s–1. The light source emitted light in the
wavelength range of 660 to 675 nm. Average ambient [CO2] in the chamber was 400 ± 5 µmol∙mol–1.

2.5. Measurement of Midday gs and Leaf Temperature
The gs and leaf temperature were measured using the leaf porometer chamber (SC-1, Decagon, US) with a fixed
diffusion path to the leaf surface.

2.6. Measurement of Electron Transport Rate (ETR), Photochemical Quenching (qP) and
Non-Photochemical Quenching (NPQ) of Chlorophyll Fluorescence
Leaves were harvested at 0090 h and were pre-darkened for 15 min prior to measurements. ETR, qP and NPQ
were determined using the Imaging Pam Chl Fluorometer (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) at 25˚C under different
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Figure 2. Spectral distribution (300 - 1100 nm) of light from
HPS lamps, RBW-LED and RB-LED. Spectral scans were recorded every 0.5 nm with a spectroradiometer (PS300, Apogee
Instruments, USA).

PPFDs in the laboratory as described by He et al. [17]. By using the PAM Chl Fluorometer, images of fluorescence emission were digitized within the camera and via a Firewire interface (400 megabits/s) (Firewire-1394,
Austin, TX, USA) to a personal computer for storage and analysis. Low frequency (about 1 Hz) of measuring
light pulses was applied to obtain the initial chlorophyll fluorescence, Fo images in quasi-dark state. During actinic light illumination and saturation pulses, the frequency of measuring light pulses and image capture was automatically increased to about 10 Hz. The Imaging-PAM continuously measured the current fluorescence (Ft).
In the absence of actinic illumination and upon application of a saturating, the dark-level fluorescence yield (Fo)
and the maximum fluorescence yield (Fm) were determined respectively. After measurements of Fo and Fm, rapid light curve measurements in the presence of actinic light [18] were obtained through the application of a series of 10-s light exposures with increasing irradiance from 1 to 1585 µmol∙photons∙m–2∙s–1. In the presence of
actinic light, the current fluorescence yield (Ft), and the maximum fluorescence ( Fm′ ) at the steady state, were

)

(

determined, from which the effective PSII quantum yield, ∆F Fm′  Fm′ − Ft Fm′  and ETR


( PPFD × ∆F Fm′ × 0.5 × 0.84 ) [19] could be calculated. The use of two photons is necessary to transport one
electron (factor 0.5). Correction factor 0.84 takes into account that only a fraction of incident light is really absorbed by photosynthesis [19]. NPQ was defined as: NPQ
= Fm − Fm′ Fm′ .

(

)

2.7. Statistical Analysis
One-way ANOVA was used to test for significant differences among different light treatments. Tukey’s multiple
comparison tests were used to discriminate the means (MINITAB, Inc., Release 15, 2007).

3. Results
3.1. Productivity, Photosynthetic Gas Exchange of B. alboglabra Grown under Different
Combinations of RB-LEDs
All combined RB-LEDs (8B, 16B and 24B) enhanced leaf number, leaf area (Table 1), leaf mass per unit area
(LMA) and shoot and root FW and DW compared with those grown solely under R-LED (0B) (Table 1).
Among the different combined RB-LED, 16B treatment resulted in the highest values of these parameters followed by those plants exposed to 24B and 8B conditions while plants grown under 0B conditions had the lowest
values. Plants under all combined RB-LEDs had significantly higher average Asat and gs sat than those under 0B
condition. Among the different combined RB-LEDs, plants grown under 16B for 18 days had the highest Asat
although there was no significant difference in gs sat between 16B and 24B (Table 1).

3.2. Productivity and Photosynthetic Gas Exchange of B. alboglabra Grown under RB-LED,
RBW-LED and HPS Lamps
There were no significant differences in shoot and root FW and DW between plants grown under HPS lamps
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Table 1. Productivity and photosynthetic gas exchange of B. alboglabra grown under different RB-LEDs. Parameters of
productivity were measured after harvest (21 days after transplanting) whereas Asat and gs sat were determine 3 days before
harvest. Means with different letters are statistically different (P < 0.05; n = 7) as determined by Tukey’s multiple comparison test.
RB-LED treatments
Parameters
0B

8B
c

16B

24B

7.1 ± 0.13

6.2 ± 0.17b

122.5 ± 12.8c

198.3 ± 25.1a

162.4 ±19.2b

2.105 ± 0.06d

2.614 ± 0.072c

3.406 ± 0.093a

2.911 ± 0.086b

10.12 ± 0.74d

13.54 ± 1.09c

22.17 ± 0.88a

16.73 ± 0.92b

Leaf number

5.2 ± 0.19

Leaf area (cm2)

89.8 ± 11.6d

LMA (mg∙cm–2)
Shoot FW (g)

5.4 ± 0.21

d

c

0.873 ± 0.048

a

c

a

1.678 ± 0.062

1.179 ± 0.051b

Shoot DW (g)

0.542 ± 0.031

Root FW (g)

0.711 ± 0.152d

1.143 ± 0.135c

1.726 ± 0.161a

1.436 ± 0.119b

Root DW (g)

0.073 ± 0.011d

0.121 ± 0.017c

0.179 ± 0.020a

0.147 ± 0.018b

Asat (µmol CO2 m–2∙s–1)

11.65 ± 0.93d

14.02 ± 0.85c

22.15 ± 1.27a

17.69 ± 0.87b

gs sat (mmol H2O m–2∙s–1)

325 ± 12.1c

372 ± 10.3b

448 ± 10.9a

436 ± 11.6a

and RB-LED. However, these parameters were significantly higher in plants grown under HPS lamps and
RB-LED than in plants exposed to RBW-LED (Figures 3(a)-(d)). Compared with plants grown under RBWLED, plants grown under HPS lamps and RB-LED also had great leaf number (Figure 3(e)), bigger leaf area
and higher LMA (Figure 3(f)).
Plants grown under HPS lamps and RB-LED had higher Asat compared to those grown under RBW-LED
(Figure 4(a)). However, gs sat was much lower in plants grown under RBW-LED and RB-LED than under HPS
lamps (Figure 4(b)). It is interesting to note that all plants had similar Ci (Figure 4(c)). Lower stomatal conductance in plants grown under RBW-LED and RB-LED was further confirmed by measuring midday gs of leaves
using a porometer (Figure 5(a)). The higher midday gs in plants grown under HPS lamps was correlated with
their higher leaf temperature (Tleaf) (Figure 5(b)).

3.3. Photosynthetic Light Utilization of B. alboglabra Grown under RB-LED, RBW-LED and
HPS Lamps
The measurements were carried out after B. alboglabra plants grown under different light sources for 25 days.
For all plants, ETR increased with increasing PPFD from 25 to 965 µmol∙m–2∙s–1. They were decreased with
further increasing PPFD when measured under PPFDs > 965 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 (Figure 6(a)). Although the light response curves were similar among the different plants, at higher PPFDs from 605 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 onwards, the
ETR values for plants grown under RB-LED were significantly higher than those plants grown under RBWLED and HPS lamps. However, there were no significant differences in ETR between plants grown under
RBW-LED and HPS lamps (Figure 6(a)). qP decreased with increasing PPFD for all plants (Figure 6(b)). No
differences in qP values were observed between plants grown under RBW-LED and HPS lamps at any given
PPFD. However, similar to those ETR, qP values were significantly higher in plants grown under RB-LED than
those under RBW-LED and HPS lamps (Figure 6(b)) at higher PPFDs from 605 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 onwards. These
results show that plants grown under RB-LED had a higher light utilization compared with those of plants under
RBW-LED and HPS lamps. For heat dissipation measured as NPQ, all plants had similar treads. That was, values of NPQ increased gradually with increasing PPFDs from 25 to 1585 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 (Figure 6(c)). However,
NPQ values were lower in plants grown under RB-LED compared with those grown under RBW-LED and HPS
lamps from PPFD of 605 µmol∙m–2∙s–1 onwards (Figure 6(c)).

4. Discussion
Bula et al. (1992) [7] first reported that the growth of lettuce plants under red LEDs supplemented with blue
fluorescent lamps was equivalent to that under cool-white fluorescent plus incandescent lamps. It was observed
that lettuce and other dicotyledonous plants developed excessive hypocotyl and stem elongation, leaf extension,
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Figure 3. FW and DW of shoot ((a), (b)) and root ((c), (d)), leaf number and LMA ((e), (f)) of plants grown under different
light sources at harvest (25 days after treatments). Vertical bars represent the standard errors. Means with different letters are
statistically different (P < 0.05; n = 6) as determined by Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

Figure 4. Asat (a), gs sat (b) and Ci (c) of B. alboglabra Bailey plants grown under different light sources for 25 days. Vertical
bars represent the standard errors. Means with different letters are statistically different (P < 0.05; n = 7) as determined by
Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

Figure 5. Midday gs (a) and Tleaf (b) of B. alboglabra Bailey plants grown under different light sources for 25 days. Vertical
bars represent the standard errors. Means with different letters are statistically different (P < 0.05; n = 7) as determined by
Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

and reduced chlorophyll when grown under only red LED. The abnormal morphological characteristics were
eliminated when red LED was supplemented with blue light [7]. In the present study, B. alboglabra plants
grown under combined RB-LED had higher total number of leaves and total leaf area when compared with red
LED alone (Table 1). Plants grown under 16B had the highest values of both parameters. However, there were
no significant differences in total chlorophyll and carotenoid content among the different RB-LED treatments
(data not shown). Goins et al. [20] found that Arabidopsis leaf morphology was abnormal for plants grown
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Figure 6. ETR (a), qP (b), and NPQ (c) of B. alboglabra Bailey plants grown under different light sources for 25 days. Vertical bars represent the standard errors. Means with different letters are statistically different (P < 0.05; n = 7) as determined
by Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

under red alone with downward curling of leaf margins and spiral growth of the rosette, but inclusion of blue
light at any level restored normal leaf morphology. However, abnormal leaf morphology was not observed under
any RB-LED combination in the present study. Schuerger et al. [21] examined changes in leaf anatomy of pepper plants under different combinations of LEDs. It was found that under the same intensity of LED lighting,
leaf thickness and number of chloroplasts per cell were dependent on the quantity of blue light. Plants grown
under 20% of blue light had greatest leaf thickness and highest number of chloroplasts per cell. In the present
study, thickest leaves, measured by LAM, was found in plants grown under 16B (16% of blue LED). Several
other researchers reported that blue light played important roles in both morphogenesis and dry matter production [9]-[11]. Our study also found that B. alboglabra plants grown under 16B had the highest FW and DW
compared with those grown under 0, 8 and 24B condition (Table 1). However, the absence of blue light did not
cause any significant changes in total leaf area and total DW of white clover [22].
It has been reported that red and blue light exerted effects on the photosynthetic apparatus [23] and thus, photosynthetic rate [4] [7] [10]-[12] [14] [15]. Much research has been carried out on the action spectrum of photosynthesis [24]. However, the effect of different RB-LED ratios on photosynthesis of specific species remains
unclear [25] [26]. For instance, studies with red leaf lettuce, showed that the difference of 5% to 10% blue-LED
changed total dry weight of the plants significantly. Further, changes of biomass accumulation and photosynthetic rate were also dependent on the ratios of combinations of RB-LED and amount of PPFD [26]. In wheat,
photosynthetic rates were higher with increasing gs in leaves under red-LED combined with blue light [11]. It
was suggested that the increase in photosynthetic rates might have resulted from increased gs. However, it was
also reported that photosynthetic rates did not increase when stomatal opening was stimulated under red-LED
supplemented with blue light [10]. In the study with lettuce plants, it was concluded that gs was responsive to
spectral quality during growth and, in the short-term, but not coupled directly to dry matter accumulation [4].
Therefore, the effect of blue light on leaf photosynthesis and dry matter productivity remain unclear and the effects may be species-dependent. Under the same amount of PPFD, our present study found that B. alboglabra
plants grown under combined RB-LED enhanced both Asat and gs sat compared with those under red-LED alone
(Table 1). It was also found that 16B had the highest Asat and gs sat (Table 1). However, similar values of gs sat
between plants grown under 16B and 24B were observed but that of lower Asat in plants grown under 24B was
obtained. These results led us to postulate that higher amounts of blue-LED, for instance, 24B may cause some
reversible damage on photosynthetic machinery reflected by healthy chlorophyll fluorescence Fv Fm ratios
of >0.8 (data not shown). However, due to extra energy expended on repairing processes, B. alboglabra plants
under 24B had lower productivity than plants under 16B (Table 1). It was also thought photosynthetic rates
changed with changes in pigment content and leaf composition [27] [28]. However, in the present study, although the values of Asat were different among different combinations of RB-LED, no significant differences in
photosynthetic pigments were observed (data not shown). The above discussion demonstrates that the effect of
red and blue-LED is species-dependent. On the other hand, the effects of different RB-LED ratios on plant
growth and photosynthesis are dependent on light intensity [26] as well as quality, such as that of green [4] [29]
[30] and far red light [9] [21]. These merit our future studies.
Owing to their acceptable spectrum and high energy efficiency, the traditional HPS lamps have become the
artificial lighting used in the greenhouse horticulture since 1950s [5]. As mentioned earlier, the effects of LED
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lighting on plant growth and photosynthesis may also depend on other quality of light [4] [9] [21] [29] [30]. In
the comparative studies, our results showed that plants grown under HPS lamps and RB-LED had similar higher
shoot and root FW and DW (Figures 3(a)-(d)) compared with those plants grown under RBW-LED that included other qualities of light (Figure 2). Total leaf number and LMA also showed the similar responses (Figure
3(e), Figure 3(f)). Lower productivity of B. alboglabra plants under RBW-LED could be caused by higher blue
with much lower red light in the spectrum (Figure 2). Similar to the results of B. alboglabra plants grown under
24B conditions discussed earlier, high ratio of blue light generated from RBW-LED (Figure 2) might result in
some damage of photosynthetic machinery although the damage was revertible measured by chlorophyll fluorescence Fv Fm ratio (data not shown).
Based on their faster leaf growth and higher productivity as shown in Figure 3, higher Asat of B. alboglabra
plants under both RB-LED and HPS lamps was expected, when compared with those under RBW-LED (Figure
4(a)). However, it was a surprise to note that gs sat was lower in plants under RB-LED and RBW-LED than under
HPS lamps (Figure 4(b)). There were no significant differences in the intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci)
among the plants under the different light treatments. These results indicated that neither gs sat nor Ci were major
factors responsible for the differences in Asat among plants grown under different artificial lightings. Lower gs
values of plants grown under RB-LED and RBW-LED were further confirmed during midday measured by a
porometer (Figure 5(a)). The higher values of gs in plants grown under HPS lamps were correlated with their
higher Tleaf (Figure 5(b)), indicating that differences in Tleaf can affect gs and Ci independently of Asat. Our understanding of photosynthetic responses to environmental factors is highly dependent on the relationship between Asat and Ci [31]. The values of Ci are normally the estimation of the CO2 mole fraction at the leaf surface
[32], based on the assumption that photosynthesis and transpiration are relatively uniform and gs is maximal
over the leaf area. However, in the present study, the gs values of B. alboglabra plants grown indoor under different artificial lightings was much lower than our previous study with the same type of B. alboglabra plants
grown in the greenhouse under naturals sunlight [33]. It was reported that stomatal opening was most responsive
to light in the blue region of the spectrum than other wavelengths [11] [12] [34] and light quality also affected
the stomatal development [12] [35] and other leaf traits such as LMA [12]. The present study also showed that
plants grown under RB-LED had higher LMA (Table 1, Figure 3(f)). To understand the relationship among Asat,
gs sat and Ci in vegetable crops grown under different artificial lightings, more research should be carried out to
study the effects of different light sources on stomatal development and gs. Decreases in Asat, also partially described as a non-stomatal inhibition of photosynthesis, result from decreased photosynthetic utilization of radiant energy measured by chlorophyll fluorescence [33] [36] [37].
Grown under red light only, there was dysfunction of the photosynthetic machinery in cucumber plants, in
particular a loss of photochemical efficiency of PS II [12]. The main energy-consuming processes at PS II are
photochemistry, heat dissipation and chlorophyll fluorescence [38]. Plants grown under RB-LED utilized more
energy in photochemistry, as the higher ETR and qP (Figure 6(a)) have reflected, (Figure 6(b)) so less energy
was dissipated as heat as reaffirmed by lower NPQ values (Figure 6(c)) at higher PPFD, than those grown under
RBW-LED and HPS lamps. However, higher blue light generated from RBW-LED (Figure 2) seemed to have
some negative impact on the photochemistry demonstrated by lower maximal ETR and qP but higher NPQ
compared with RB-LED. It was reported that excessive blue light could cause photodamage of PS II [39]. As
Fv Fm ratios did not decrease (data not shown), plants grown under RBW-LED condition might have spent
additional energy to repair its PS II during the photoperiod.
The balance between light intensity and temperature appeared to have a considerable influence on the utilization of light energy and heat dissipation. Plants grown under HPS lamps had lower ETR and qP but higher NPQ
compared with those plants grown under RB-LED (Figure 6). At the same PPFD, a lower canopy temperature is
measured under RB-LED than HPS lamps (Figure 5(b)), since RB-LED does not emit any near infrared radiation (Figure 2). Interaction between leaf temperature and light spectrum is poorly understood at the leaf levels
of different vegetable crops [40] and this merits our further studies.

5. Conclusion
Based on the above discussion, RB-LED lighting could potentially play a major role in vegetable production
since it produces less heat and uses less energy, than HPS lamps. The findings of this study could be used in
vertical farming systems to achieve the highest productivity of vegetable crops such as B. alboglabra within the
shortest growth cycle, with reduced energy consumption.
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